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The self-esteem of British women is among the lowest in
the world. That this fact, discovered through a global WH
survey, has surprised pretty much no one speaks volumes.
Can our collective sense of self-worth really be that much
lower than that of women in Brazil, Portugal and Spain?
Grab your passport, this confidence lesson is going global
words
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ou go to the beach in Spain and
you’re at the beach. It’s like, “I’m
taking my marquee, I’m taking
my chairs, my grandmother…
and enough tortilla to keep
the Spanish Armada afloat…”
Alice Santana is reminiscing.
The 43-year-old advertising
consultant lived in Spain
between the ages of 12 and 34
before moving to London, then
Margate. She’s not sharing this
anecdote to influence your
summer plans, but by way of
explanation for the way she
feels about her body. Which is
pretty damn good, since you
asked. ‘For over half the year,
everyone is at the beach – aunts,
uncles, cousins, neighbours,
friends. It means that you grow
up used to seeing bodies of all
shapes, sizes and ages. Nobody
is looking; nobody is judging,’
she tells Women’s Health.
‘Spanish body liberation isn’t
overt or deliberate – it’s just
normal. There isn’t that sense
of shame or embarrassment
associated with bodies that
you get here in the UK that
makes going to the beach
here so unrelaxed.’
Reclining while clad in
nothing save a few patches of
polyester while uncle Steve
reads the latest John Grisham
and your next-door neighbour
rubs sand off their wet bits is
a scene enough to send most
Brits reeling. The 2018 Women’s
Health Global Naked Survey
polled readers from across the
world, asking, among other
questions, ‘Do you feel
beautiful?’ Among British
women, 44% said yes; results
from Spain revealed that 71%
answered affirmatively, nextdoor neighbours Portugal
improved on that with 80%,
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and in Brazil, 82% of women surveyed said
they felt beautiful. Furthermore, more
recent research – commissioned as part of
our Project Body Love campaign, aiming
to change the way UK women view and
talk about their bodies – suggests that the
nation is in a far sorrier state, with only 9%
of British women describing their body
confidence as high. Is the fact that the
countries getting it right share excellent
weather and a beach culture a coincidence?
Perhaps. But if nothing else, it suggests that
confidence is a cultural issue and, much like
the pronunciation of paella, it can be learned
– with patience and the right tuition.

NAKED TRUTH

So, to the experts. In a study published in
May last year, in the charmingly named
Journal Of Happiness Studies, Keon West,
professor of psychology at Goldsmiths,
set out to explore the relationship between
naturist activities (read: donning your
birthday suit) and body confidence.
He found that more participation in
naturist activities predicated greater life
satisfaction via a positive body image
and higher self-esteem. Essentially, the
fact that wearing next to nothing in front
of everyone from your nan to your barber
is the norm across these Latin countries
– and never happens in ours – could
contribute to this self-esteem disparity.
The study authors also found that the
reverse was true: a lack of exposure to
‘non-idealised bodies’ can contribute
to feelings of low self-esteem.
Writer Louise Dunn*, 36, spent two
years in Portugal before returning to
Britain in 2017, and her body-esteem
was markedly higher as an expat. ‘Before
I left the UK, my self-esteem wasn’t awful,
but I’d worry about wearing a bikini on
holiday and would always have sex with
the lights out,’ she recalls. ‘But, in Portugal,
I’d spend every weekend at the beach or
pool, so being in a bikini felt normal. I’d
see a little cellulite on a friend’s thigh
and think, “Huh, it’s not just me.” It
normalised my former hang-ups.’
Comparing your body to someone else’s
isn’t in-and-of-itself harmful, but becomes
so when your touchpoints are filtered
Instagram and glossy celebrity pictures.
That’s according to Heather Widdows,
professor of global ethics at Birmingham
University and author of Perfect Me:
Beauty As An Ethical Ideal. She blames
this state of play on a global shift from
a text-based to an image-based society,
via Instagram, Snapchat and FaceTime.

isn’t constantly reinforced by celebrities.
That’s because, first, you don’t have to be
polished to be on television and, second,
because those who are on TV aren’t idolised
in quite the same way as they are over here.

SHARING PLATES

When your counterparts in Portugal and
Spain drag themselves away from the beach,
they’re likely table-bound. Sangria flows,
fresh seaside aromas waft and research
confirms that it’s not just what, but how,
people who live in these cultures eat that
can influence their self-worth. A study
published in Clinical Psychologist found
that students who practised mindfulness
had a healthier relationship with food, their
bodies and themselves. For 35-year-old
yoga instructor Kirsty Webb, the extended,
convivial mealtimes that became routine
when she moved to Madrid from Shropshire
in 2007 helped her develop a healthier
mindset following a years-long eating
disorder. ‘I felt more self-assured generally
living there, and a big part of that is how
they eat,’ she explains. ‘Everything’s more
laid-back – you take two hours for lunch,
for example. There’s no grabbing a pre-

‘In Portugal, I’d spend every
weekend at the beach, so
being in a bikini felt normal’
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body-confident Latin countries
have had years of exposure to
a range of female bodies –
unclothed, swimwear-clad,
doing things – that may dilute
the compare-and-despair effect
of nightly Love Island viewings.
Originally from Lisbon,
29-year-old Melissa Trindade
has spent the past decade in
England (Norwich, then
London). ‘Reality TV over here
doesn’t reflect reality,’ she says.
‘The “normal” contestants look
so perfect, I can see how people
end up believing that is normal
and questioning why they don’t
measure up. You don’t really get
that in Portugal, where everyone
on TV is quite girl-next-door
looking.’ Melissa’s not denying
that a physical ideal exists in
Portugal, more that this look

prepared sandwich and eating it at your
desk, and they don’t have anything like the
fast food and diet cultures we have here.
Just slowing down takes away so much stress
around eating.’ The change in pace around
meals is something Alice noticed when she
moved back to the UK five years ago, too. ‘I
work in production and, in Spain, everyone
would break at lunchtime, no matter how
busy we were. If we couldn’t leave the office
or set, we’d get food brought in and eat
together in a room. It’s just part of the way
the day is set up and, whether you’re talking
about work or not, it’s bonding, which is
good for you mentally and physically.’

BODY LANGUAGE

Beyond the habits that inform a culture,
a deeper sense of national identity may be
at play here. If there’s one place that appears
to celebrate the female body, it’s Brazil.
Images of thong bikinis and carnival dancers
are so ubiquitous they’ve fallen into the
category of national stereotype, which, on
the surface, sits comfortably with the survey
results. After all, belong to a nation whose
identity is bound up in jubilant celebrations
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‘The image becoming so much
more powerful than the word is
one of the main drivers behind
the epidemic of body anxiety,’
says Professor Widdows. It’s
not just about what the bodies
we’re exposed to look like –
the sheer volume of them
matters, too. ‘How you look
used to matter less because
your communities were
smaller,’ she adds. ‘But when
your peer group becomes
everyone – as it does on
Instagram – you’re comparing
yourself with people globally
who fit a certain homogeneous
look.’ Speaking of communities,
social media has changed the
game in terms of what it means
to be in one. If you buy into the
narrative, this means finding
your ‘tribe’, then delighting
your audience with regular
posts and interactions. Just
being there isn’t enough, you
need to perform to belong.
Of course, women in Spain,
Portugal and Brazil have social
media accounts, too. But, unlike
many UK women, those in
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of the female form, and parading in a
triangle bikini is commonplace, and why
wouldn’t you feel fabulous? But there’s one
immutable fact that doesn’t fit with the
sweeping generalisation: Brazil is the
second largest consumer of plastic surgery
in the world, behind the US, with 2.3 million
procedures carried out in 2015. How does
that correlate with what Brazilian women
reported in the Women’s Health survey?
‘Brazilian women as a whole feel an
incredible amount of pressure to maintain
beauty standards and even report feeling
pressure from female friends and family
to get cosmetic surgery,’ says Alvaro Jarrín,
assistant professor of anthropology at the
College of the Holy Cross in Massachusetts
and author of The Biopolitics Of Beauty:
Cosmetic Citizenship And Affective Capital
In Brazil. Troubling, perhaps, to a British
reader, but it’s de rigueur in Brazil. ‘It’s
perfectly acceptable to try to improve
yourself if it’s going to help you feel better;
we’re a very positive people in Brazil,’ says
31-year-old Carolina Howells, a native
Brazilian who’s been living in the UK for 10
years. ‘We try to enjoy life; parties, dancing,
going to the beach. That’s how we approach
our bodies, too – if we can be happier, then
why not? Don’t like the way your nose
looks? Change it, and feel better. I’ve always
said that, after breastfeeding my babies, if
I need to, I’ll have a boob job.’ Professor
Jarrín believes that some of the Brazilian
women WH surveyed may have exaggerated
their levels of body confidence to conform
to the national narrative of being positive
and upbeat. For Carolina, the self-esteem
struggles UK women face may be related not
just to how we all view our own bodies, but
how we view plastic surgery. ‘There’s this
stigma attached to trying to improve any
aspect of your body in Britain,’ she adds.
‘I think it’s the main reason why there’s
such low body confidence and self-esteem.’
Professor Widdows explains how
motivations for having plastic surgery can
vary so dramatically culture-to-culture.
‘In Brazil, it seems as if the narrative is that
you have work done on your body because
you value it,’ she says. In contrast, she
believes that the UK population is socialised
to think that their bodies require constant
work because they’re deemed unacceptable.
‘Our collective worth and sense of value
have consistently been tied to appearance
– we feel that the body is both the cause
of life’s problems and also its remedy. This
goes some way to explaining that refrain
that life will be better if only you could
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slim this tummy, bum or bingo
wing. In the UK, people tend to
approach surgery from a place of
being dissatisfied with their body
and a need to “feel normal”. The
practices in the UK and Brazil
might be similar, but the narratives
around them are very different.’

MIRROR IMAGE

If hotfooting it to your nearest
stretch of sand isn’t altogether
practical, some lessons from Spain,
Brazil and Portugal are more easily
adopted. Spending more time naked
is a key one. Professor West, the
researcher behind the naturist
studies, recommended that

facilitate a more objective, neutral view of your
body. By looking at your whole body, you’re not
zoning in on your so-called ‘problem areas’ or
dismissing what you look like with ingrained ways of
thinking. Participants in studies have been encouraged
to describe their body parts in positive, neutral or
objective ways. (Think: ‘My stomach is round,’ rather
than, ‘My stomach is fat.’) The idea is that this can
help build a less negative and more realistic view
of what you actually look like by removing the
self-criticism you level at yourself on autopilot.

‘We try to enjoy life, and that’s
how we approach our bodies, too’
participants on the Channel 4
show Naked Beach, screened earlier
this year, spend 20 minutes a day
looking at their own naked bodies in
a full-length mirror in preparation.
‘Repeatedly observing your own
naked body is a form of mirror
exposure therapy,’ he explains.
‘Over time, it can reduce people’s
negative and anxious responses to
the way they look.’ He explains that
mirror exposure therapy can

And if long lunches – ideally eaten al fresco – don’t
quite fit into the average British workday, there are
other ways of taking a slower approach. ‘It sounds so
simple, but take your time when you’re eating,’ says
Kirsty. ‘Savour every mouthful and engage your senses
– what does it look, smell and taste like?’ If you really
can’t step away from your desk, at least turn away or
minimise your email inbox for 10 minutes. Rather
than aspiring to be a Brazilian model, or starting a
savings account for a cosmetic procedure, you could
try channelling another Brazilian trait: positivity. It
means being a little less self-deprecating and a little
more open to enjoying the good things in life. Alice’s
advice? ‘Do things you enjoy with people you love
this summer,’ she says. ‘Practise being grateful for
what you have, and seek out the good.’
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